Recycling center takes less, won’t sort

BY AMANDA GOEDER Staff Reporter

Bickers move out of the dorms, into Kirk

BY JANED YOUNG Staff Reporter

Recycling coordinator Howard Worcester organizes recyclable materials on campus.

Advisers move out of the dorms, into Kirk

BY AMANDA GOEDER Staff Reporter

The Triton Recycling Center has made changes to its drop-off points and electronic policies. The center now requires students to bring in their recycling in recyclable plastic containers for proper disposal of the recycling. Additionally, the Recycling Center has been working on a new electronic policy. The government has changed its recycling policy and the Recycling Center is now accepting electronic waste. This policy allows students to drop off old electronics at the center. However, the Recycling Center is only accepting electronics in recyclable plastic containers. The Recycling Center is also accepting electronic waste in recyclable plastic containers because it is the most logical plan.
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Advisers move out of the dorms, into Kirk
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Every student’s class will have to work harder to make their own smaller environmental changes. Advisers and faculty members are working on the student side of the problem as well. The Advising Center will be opening a new office and adding new advisers to help students.
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